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NOTICE OF NEXT MEETING: 23 March 1994
Room 1127 Graduate Center, C.U.N.Y.

Executive Board: 6:15 PM
General Membership: 7:00 PM

Minutes of the PANYC General Membership Meeting 19 January 1994

President Anne-Marie Cantwell called the meeting to order at 7:05PM. The following committees will
report: Archives, Award, Burial Ground, Legislation, Museum, Newsletter, Nominations, Public Program,
and Special Publication.

TREASURER'S REPORT: Harris reported a balance of $1638.38, reflecting the receipt of $270 in
membership dues. There was an influx of dues payments in response to Secretary's letter sent out in
December 1993. Harris noted that some of these were duplicate payments sent in by members who had
already paid, but were responding to the dues, reminder which was sent out to the entire membership. The
duplicate payments will be credited to 1994-5 dues.

SECRETARY'S REPORT: Thec minutes of the last meeting were accepted as amended. Under Public
Program, Paiience Freeman's name should be added to the committee membership roster.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Cantwell thanked Freeman for arranging the meeting room. She announced that

Carlyle Smith died in December 1993; his death is a considerable loss to local archaeology. A letter from
Laurie Beckelman thanking PANYC for its concern with issues relating to the African Burial Ground is

included in the newsletter. Cantwell reported that Edward Platt, an avocational archaeologist who has been
working on Archaic through Woodland sites in Queens and was to have spoken at this meeting, will be
unable to attend due to illness. A newspaper clipping on Platt's work is included in the newsletter.

Cantwell has had a number of conversations with with Platt, but details of his work remain unclear, as
does his reason for contacting PANYC. Platt will not reveal the locations of the sites for fear of looting,
but he indicated that some of his work has been conducted on NYC Parks Department land and some on

private land, and that there is a possible Palcoindian component. An exhibit of the artifacts from the sites
will open at the Queens Botanical Gardens on 2/1/94; this is an open house and Cantwell encouraged

PANYC members to attend. The RSVP number is (718)886-3800. Platt apparently would like part of the

site area preserved by landmarking and suggested that he would like PANYC's assistance in dealing with

the NYLPC. He also may be interested in taking on a profcisional field director. There was considerable
discussion on the role, if any, that PANYC should play and whether, by assisting Platt in discussions with

NYLPC or in locating a field director, PANYC would be conveying 'legitimacy" to his research, which,
in general, is not well known to the membership. The membership agreed with the Board's conclusion

that, at present, there was no point in setting up an adversarial situation. Cantwell will extend PANYC's

invitation to Platt to speak at the March meeting.

ARCHIVES: Geismar reported for Marshall. T'he Committee is looking for a repository for the PANYC

archives; if any member knows of a possible repository, please contact Marshall.

AWARD: Announcements for the 1994 Salwen Award and the PANYC Special Award have been

prepared. Members are encouraged to post them. Award recipients will be announced at the PANYC

Public Program on 5/14/94.



BURIAL GROUND: Geismar reported that the Coalition to select a memorial for the African Burial
Ground is looking for volumtecrs to help open entries and move them to the Armory at 168th Street and
Broadway for exhibition. The exhibition will open on 2/15. She encouraged PANYC members to
volunteer.

EDUCATION: Schuldenrein asked that PANYC endorse Maria Scllidt's educators' guide to
archaeological resources. Schleidt gave a presentation of the guide which was available for members'
perusal. The membership agreed that the guide was quite well done and certainly a welcome addition to
the educational literature. Cantwell suggested that a special section on the archaeology of NYC be added.
The membership voted to endorse the guide.

LEGISLATION: Geisnmar reported on a meeting at Catherine Fried's office. The draft legislation, which
has been drawn up, will be sponsored by Fried.

MUSEUM: The Museum Committee met with Robert McDonald of the MCNY. The MCNY would be
willing to act as a repository for archaeological material from NYC were funding available for start-up
and maintenance. Geismar recommended setting up a workshop to discuss the logistics of establishing a
repository. The workshop would solicit input from archaeologists and museum professionals from other
areas who have successfully set up repositories in their localities.

NEWSLETTER: The newsletter will .be mailed out to members.

NOMINATIONS: PANYC elections will be held in March. The Secretary will send out requestg for
nominations.

PUBLIC PROGRAM: The PANYC Public Program will be held on 5/14/94 at the MCNY. Stone reported
that this year's topic will be "Trades and Markets of Historic New York." Talks should emphasize artifact
interpretation. So far she has two projected speakers, and she asked for suggestions on lining up more
speakers. A number of possibilities were discussed, including inviting local historians and crafts people
to give presentations.

SPECIAL PUBLICATION: 25 copies of the PANYC Special Publication were sold at MCNY's booth at
the Grand Central Station book fair.

OLD BUSINESS: Rothschild noted that $9 million in ISTEA money has been distributed, but none went
to NYC projects. She strongly advised that interested PANYC members apply for the next disbursement,
which will occur in fall 1994. The proposed meeting beteen NYLPC, PANYC, and the Waterfront
Commission is not yet scheduled; Dublin will raise the issue again with Laurie Beckelman.

NEW BUSINESS: Geismar raised the issue of the planned bridge between New Jersey and Ellis Island.
The Historic Preservation Community is opposed to the bridge, because they feel that increased traffic will
adversely affect existing structures on the island. Geismar asked that the membership support this stand.
Objections were raised by Wall, who pointed out that the proposed bridge would not adversely impact
archaeological resources on the island. NYC Archaeology Week will be 5/8-5/14.

No further business was brought before the membership.

Respectfully submitted, Susan A. Dublin, Secretary 1993-4
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* PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEw YORK CITY'

14 Stuyvesant oval
NY, NY 10009
1 February 1994

Ms. Karen Adler, Regional Administrator
General Services Administration, Region 2
26 Federal Plaza
Jacob K. Javits Federal Building
New York, New York 10278

Dear Ms. Adler:

I am writing on behalf of Professional Archn.eologists of New York
City (PANYC) to express our concerns about 1-he proposed tunnel
connecting the Foley Square Courthouse with the Metropolitan
Correctional Center.

The area of the proposed construction is.onr, of considerable
archaeological potential not onlyfor understanding the history
of New York City but also the older Native nerican presence in
the area. The construction site is in the immediate vicinity of
the Collect which was reported in Colonial :imes to be the locus
of a Native American encampment anid which wis in later times a
source of drinking water for Manhattan and in early industrial
area. This is also the well known Five Pot its district. In sum,
this area has the potential to tell us abou: Native American
lifeways, early industrial life, and the li'eways of immigrants
in America.

We join with the Landmarks Preservation Comttission In strongly
urging that the Section 106 process be init ated as soon as
possible in this matter. This area is of er 'rmous prehistoric and
historic significance to the nation as a whole and is likely to
be eligible for bothi the State arid National Registers.

Sincerely,

Ane-ai Cantwell
President

cc: Laurie Beckelman, Landmarks Preservatior Commission
Robert A. Bush, Advisory Council on Hisi oric Preservation
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General Services Administration, Region 2
~Jacob K. Javits; Federal Building

New York, NY 10278

IVA13

Ms. Ann-Marde Cantwell
President
Professional Archaeologists of New York City
14 Stuyvesant Oval
New York, NY 10009

Dear Mis. Can~twell:

I have your letter dated February 1, 1994 concerning construction of the tunnel
connecting the new US Courthouse with the Metropolitan Correctional Center.
We are aware of the cultural significance of the area to be excavated and you may be
assured that GSA will follow the.Section 106 process.
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has advised that the tunnel project fallswithin the parameters of the Memorandurn of Agreement (MOA) for the Foley SquareProject, as amended on December 22, 1991 and has designated NYC LandmarksPreservation Commission (LPC) as our point of contact.

Our archaeological consultant, John Milner Associates, has been in contact with LPCand is now developing a supplement to our original research design as well as aprotocol for the project We anticipate that excavation will begin during early April.
If I can be of any further assistance please feel free to call me at (212) 264-2600.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

& t.04as
KAREN R. ADLER
Regional Administrator

Federal Recycling Program Printed on, Recycled PaPer4



PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGI1515 OF NEW YORK CITY

STATEMENT PREPARED FOR THE NEW YOhr CITY LANDMARKS PRESERVATION
COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING 22 Eebru cy 1994

Re: 942154 - Black 614, lot 64
231 West 11th Street, Greenwich Vii Lage Historic District

Good Morning.

I'm Anne-Marie Cantwell, President of Professional Archaeologists
of New York City (PANYC) on whose tehalf I appear this morning.

As you know, There have been a num:er of important archaeological
excavations in backc yards in Greenwich Village. These
excavations have been of such consequence that they have have
formed the basis of doctoral disse::rations, masters' theses, and
scholarly and popular articles. Ti- results of the analyses of
the sites have added significantly ;o our understanding and
appreciation not only of Greenwich Village but of our city as a
whole.

We are concerned that the proposed :onstruction work in the back
yard of this rowhouse might destro j equally important
archaelogical evidence in the form Df privies, cisterns, *etc. and
we ask that you consider the impact of the construction work on
any potential archaeological resour::es.

Thank you for your continuing suppujt of New York City's
archaeological heritage.

Respectfully submitted,

FTh Tl

Anne-Marie Cantwell
PANYC President
Department of Anthropology
Hill Hall
Rutgers University
Newark, New Jersey 07102
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PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEw YORK CITY

STATEMENT PREPARED FOR THE NEW YORK CITY LANDMARKS PRESERVATION
COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING 22 February 1994

Re: 941472 - Block 498, lot 1
134 Mercer Street, aka 92 Prince Street - SoHo-Cast Iron Historic
District

Good Morning.

I'm Anne-Marie Cantwell, President cf Professional Archaeologists

of New York City (PANYC) on whose b(-half I appear this morning.

As you know, There have been a number of important archaeological
excavations in New York City. These excavations have been of

such consequence that they have have formed the basis of doctoral

dissertations, masters' theses, and scholarly and popular

articles. The results of the analyses of the sites have added

significantly to our understanding and appreciation not only of
particular neighborhoods but of our city as a whole.

We are concerned that the proposed construction work in the

vacant lot on Mercer Street might destroy equally important

archaelogical evidence in the form -3f privies, cisterns, etc.

that can give valuable information an life and work In ear-ly New

York and we ask that you consider the impact of the construction

work on any potential archaeological resources.

Thank you for your continuing suppo :t of New York City's
archaeological heritage.

Respectfully submitted,

A -Marie Cantwell
PANYC President
Department of Anthropology
Hill Hall
Rutgers University
Newark, New Jersey 07102



148 Kildare Road /Garden City, NY 11530

February 16, 1994

Dr. Anne Marie Cantwell
14 Stuyvesant Oval, 5C
New York, NY 10009

Dear Anne Marie,

It was over a month and a half ago that I was talking to you about my invitation to Dr. Patrick
F. Wallace, director of the National Museum of Ireland, to speak to the Columbia University Irish
Studies Seminar-, since Pat is the leading urban archaeologist in Ireland: I thought his talk would
be of interest to PANYC members. On Monday I confirmed all the details of his appearanbce
before the seminar, so I pass them on to you for your use in the Newsletter.

Subject: "The Excavation of Viking Dublin"
When: Friday, May 20, 1994; 7:45pm
Where: Faculty House, Columbia University. Faculty House has to be
approached from the north side of 116 h Sfreet between Amsterdam Avenue and
Morningside Drive; enter the courtyard behind the law school, go to the far side
of the courtyard, turn right, and go to the last door on the right; that's Faculty
House.

A buffet dinner preceding the talk and costing about $15 will be served at
approximately 6pm. Reservations are necessary; anyone wishing to attend the
dinner should call Tom Heffernan at 516-248-6265 or Laura O'Connor, secretary
of the seminar, at 212-316-0141.

Pat Wallace attained widespread notice when he headed the Wood Quay excavation in Dublin
from 1974 to 1981, which uncovered the original Viking settlement of the city. For the past five
years he has been director of the National Museum of Ireland and has been active in expanding
public accessibility and involvement. He has recently been given a £25 million grant to move
a hitherto locked-up group of art, industrial, foldife, geological, and other collections to a new
building for first time display. He is a member of the Royal Irish Academy, fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries of London, vice-president of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland,
member of the Irish Archaeological Discovery Panel, and member of the (Swedish) Birka
Reference Group. IIIl enclose a description of Pat ftom my book, Wood Quay.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Tom Heffernan

Enc.
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On March 13, £974, at another conference of the corporation, - ~ with. Confrontations with the cons .truction c .rews on the site hi Wasmuseum, and architects, the site was divided into three areas to be awy ed otk nsrdh ad 11'notordge ntnade available to the museum for varying periods of excavation. awy ead to takine in sde h san id ihe ."I' an oudo digger ndrThe map on the seventh page of the photo section shows the diP an tallkoenisneersoband-yI can ig toith engiefr. . . u A dige or1sion of the site: area x was the northeast corner bordering part of When he talks about work on the site, he is precise, fluent, andWood Quay and part of Fishamble Street as far up as the city wall; graphic-a perfect television interviewee-but from time to time aareat 2 was south of area x and ran as far up Pishamble as the current droll, sarcastic, or earthy remark slips out- of the corner of his mouthland clearance permitted; area 3 bordered Winetavern Street. At this aifascnselwrtilngadheolwstwthamleta
timeit as gred tht aea wold b avilale o th arhaclo-looks more intensely amused than most people's laughter. Lookinggists for nine months (until December 1974 area 2 for two years back over his work at Wood Quay shortly after it ended, Wkllace cap7 .(until March 1976), and area 3 for three years (until March 1977). Asulized his philosophy of the site: "Finds seem to be the thing. Theysomewhat different timetable announced by the city manager at the are not. What you have here is a total town-streets, houses, thecity council meeting November 4, £974, set the deadline for area x at layout, the, original city townacape, town planning. That's what'sMarch 3!, 1975, and for area 2 at December 3!, 1975. important. Environment, not ... another twopenny game piece.The earliest reports of this three-are division made it seem that There's millions of those."the museum would have nine months of unhindered work on area 1. About the area that Wallace and his crew started excavating mnEverything about the agreement except the shortness of the time Mvay one thing was known in advance: it was all landfill built up toseemed satisfactory, but at still another meeting May 13, 1974, Of move the shoreline out into a deeper part of the Liffey to allow dock-representatives of the museum, architects, and corporation it be- ing for Larger ships. This in itself did not tell much about whatcame clear that the museum did not have the elbow room that it would be found there, it might be nothing but mud and gravel.first seemed to have, for the corporation required a good deal. of Starting on this part of the site the archaeologists were workingarea x, fifteen feet in from the perimeter, to build a retaining wall, backward through the centuries, for the earlier settlements, those ofThe May 13 meeting was the most down-to-business So far be. the Vikings, lay uphill to the south near Christ Church. That wascause it coincided with the actual beginning of archaeological work teae htteWntvr ishdbe apig aual hin area i, the beginning of the phase of the Dublin excavations that, ft andfillhoccurred up there and wasthenworkpofntheNVikings. The

woul coe t beknon as"Wod Qay"proer.fill down near the river wes the last and was the work of the Nor-- For these excavations the museumn did not call Breandhn 05 Rfor- mans. Working backward was no liability for the archaeologists) atdiin back from Christ Church Place but introduced a new figure to least it would not have been if they could have assumed that the ear-the Dublin archaeological scene. Patrick P. Wallace was only twenty- liest area would still be waiting when the excavations got that far.'five when he was selected to head the Wood Quay campaign. Born in The digs had not been under way long when the first discoveriesLimerick and educated, undergraduate and graduate, at university were made. The most dramatic was a wooden structure parallelingCollege Galway, he went to work for the museum on leaving school' the river. It wes recognized as a seawall or quay built at the limit ofand was Put in charge of an important medieval dig, the Oyster Lane one of the advances into the river. Its elaborateness and engineeringexcavations in Wexford. In April 1974 he was called up to the mu- .struck the archaeologists at once. Pat Wallace described it in a May
sc and to his n ewb. asi n et I a ou-cest, alc 979 article in the magazine An Cosantofr: "a stout wooden frame-

said r1asto numb." tnabe alae hwvrwscosi work or revetment ... built of oak uprights behind which were
The eacion e udertandble Walace hoeve, wa coan-placed horizontal planks set on edge and held in place by the pres-

Heinal as well AS Professionally equipped to face the four acres, sure of backfill and town refuse which were heaped behind. The up-Heis of medium height and build, and seems to be put together in rights were mortised into footbeams [baseplatesi and were braced onthe solid way farmers and seamen are. Later in the course of the the waterside by raking-struts which were mortised and tenonedWood Quay drama he was called a peasant, the epithet pleased him into soleplates fixed at fight angles to the footbeams."1 This most ad--and he enjoyed fppeating it, not because it was a complimentary vanced of all the structures used so far in the extension of the land~Joan of Arc allusion, .but because it was an image he felt comfortable .was dated by the archaeologists about the year 121. Behind this re-
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The Incorporated orange County Chapter cordially invites you toattend the 1994 ANNUAL MEEUTING 0F THE NEW YORK STATE ARCHAEOLOGICALASSOCIATION which will be held at the Eddy Farm Hotel, Sparrowbush,New York, April 29, 30 and May 1, 1994. Please refer to theattached Program Highlights for program information.
All meetings will be held at the hotel which is situated on thebanks of the scenic Delaware River. We have arranged a specialweekend package rate of $115.00 per person, double occupancy; or$137.00 per person sin~le occupancy which includes lodging Friday &Saturday, Buffet on Friday, Breakfast on Saturday & Sunday, Lunchon Saturday and the Banquet on Saturday evening. one night lodgingincluding Saturdaj Banquet and Sunday Breakfast is available for$67.50 each, double occupancy; or $75.00 single. For those notstaying at the hotel, the Friday night Buffet is $14.00, Breakfastis $6.50 each morninq and the Saturday Lunch is $8.50. The aboveprices include gratuities. The cutoff date for reservations isApril 10, 1994. Please call the Eddy Farm Hotel, toll free, at1-800 336-5050 for reservations.

For the Banquet on Saturday, we have a choice of Prime Rib orBreast of Chicken Cardinal. For those not participating in thelodging packages, the cost of the Banquet is $23.00 per person,including tax and tip. Banquet reservations must be made early asthe Eddy Farm is opening just for us and we will be the only gueststhere that weekend.

Registration fee includes copy of Abstracts & Sat. & Sun. Breaks

NYSAA ANNUAL MEETING REGISTRATION -- APRIL 29, 30 & MAY 1, 1994
INCORPORATED ORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER

NAME: __________ 
_ REGISTRATION NUMBER TOTAL $ADDRESS:;___________ $15.00 BEFORE 4/15 __ $___ADDRESS: ____________$17.00 AFTER 4/15 __ $___

CHAPTER _____________BANQUET ONLY -- 523-.00 -Ple-ase choose one: NUMBER -TO0TAL $
Slow Roasted Prime Rib of Beef: __Breast of Chicken Cardinal: _____$ -____Make checks payable to: Inc. Orange County Chapter, NYSAA

Mail Registration and/or "Banquet Only" checks to:Theresa Ste. Marie, 10 Miller Heights, Middletown, NY 10940-6607

New York State Archeological Association 49



EDDY FARM HOTEL
Eddy Farm Road 0 P.O. Box 500 * Sparrow Bush, New York 12780-0500

(914) 856-5266
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OWAN ECONTYORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER

WC 0,New York State Archeological Association

78th ANNUAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONFERENCE
of the

NEW YORK STATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
April 29, 30 A May 1, 1994

Eddy Farm Hotel, Bparrovbush, New York
HOSTED BY THE INCORPORATED ORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER NYSAA

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Friday, April 29, 1994

1:30 P.M. NYAC General Meeting

2:00 P.M. Tour of Delaware & Hudson Canal Park & Museum
& Includes Orange County Archaeological Room

3:30 P.M. (Car pool with local guide)

8:00 P.M. welcoming Slide Lecture
"Port Jervis, New York: A Transportation Nexus-
1690 - 1994."1 Peter Osborne, Executive Director,
Minisink Valley Historical Society

Saturday, April 30, 1994

Contributed Papers on Prehistoric Archaeology including the
Gold Crest Site in East Greenbush, NY; the Lower Saranac Site in
Plattsburgh, NY; the Van Deusen Site in Hurley, NY; the Spring
House Rockshelter in Sloatsburg, NY; and the Minisceongo Golf
Course Site in Ramapo, NY.

Symposium: "Military Sites Archaeology in the Hudson River - Lake
George - Lake Champlain Corridor." Including papers on archaeology
at Fort Rogers and Mount IndependenceI underwater archaeology at
Lake George, and large scale mapping of military sites.

ANNUAL BANQUET:
Presentation of Awards
Keynote Address: "River Indians, North and South:

Similarities and Differences Between the Aboriginal Peoples
of the Hudson and Delaware Valleys." Marshall Joseph Becker,
PhD., Fellow in Anthropology, University of Pennsylvania.

Sunday, May 1, 1994

Contributed papers, Current Research includin the Sydney Site
on the Susquehanna River, Iroquois Lanceolate Projectile Points,
the Iroquoian component of the Eaton Site, survey of contemporary
Indians of New York State, and a petroglyph from Palisades, NY.



CALL FOR PAPERS

HISTORIC IRONMAKING CONFERENCE

September 30, October 1 and 2, 1994

The orange County (New York) Historical Society is sponsoring

an HISTORIC IRONMAKING CONFERENCE to be held at the Clove

Furnace Historic Site, Arden, New York. ?apers addressing

any aspect of historic ironnaking or any particular site -

furnace, forge, mine, etc. -- as sought. Submissions from both

professionals and non-professionals are encouraged.

Presentations should not exceed 20 minutes in length; a Kodak

slide projector and screen will be provided; presenters are urged

to use illustrative material. 'Abstracts must be received by July

1, 1994 for consideration and program listing.

Please send abstracts to:

Edward 3. Lenik
c/o Sheffield Archaeological Consultants
P.O. Box 43?, 24 High Street
Butler, New Jersey 07405-0437
Telephone: (201) 492-8525 (Days)
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TRADES AND MLARKET OF ISTORIC NEW YORK
14TH ANNUAL PANYC SYMPOSIUM

ON THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF NEW YORK CITY

Saturday May 14, 1994, 1:00-3:00 PM
Museum of the City of New York

CITy RopEwALcs: A CoNPucToP NEEDs Betsy Kearns & Cece Kirkorian, Historical Perspectives
As the city became more crowded, from the time the first ropewalk was established here in 1719, its need
for growing room came in direct conflict with the rope manufacturers' need for large areas of uninterrupted
space.

HEALTH AND HYGiENE IN NIET-EENTH-CENTuRY GREENwicH VILLAGE Jean Howson
Artifacts such as patent medicine bottles, toothbrushes, and syringes offer a glimpse at how people of the
nineteenth century dealt with day-to-day concerns in a time of chaniging conceptions of disease, hygiene, and
medical practice.

Up IN SMOKE RECOG;NIZIG THE INVIIBLE Diane Dallal, South Street Seaport Museum~
Old theories go up in smoke when clay tobacco pipe assemblages from New York City's archaeological sites
are used to enhance the written record.

CHANGNG TASWS Marie-Lorraine Pipes, Louis Berger & Associates
Using the archaeological record with sites dating from the seventeenth century to the nineteenth century,
basic trends in meat consumption in New York City will be discussed in terms of cultural factors and
economic forces operating on the system of supply and demand.

SHOPPING IN THE WEST VILLAGE-NINETEEN4TH CENTuRY STYLE Nancy Brighton, New York University
Artifacts from excavations of a nineteenth century privy on West 12th Street are examined to see where the
residents may have shopped for these goods and why these goods, as opposed to others, were purchased.
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10 VISION/Aa!ION

Designing the Future
Strategies for the New York City Archeological Community,
by
Anna Ewins and Daniel Pagano

As we enter the 21st century complexity and change within organizations and communities will continue to increase
at a quantum pace. New strategies for survival in this dynamic environment will require involvement of the broadest
spectrum of participants in collaborative design of our ideal future. Members of the New York City archeological
community have recently participated in a future search conference to crate and implement an agenda for preserving
the City's archeological resources in the 21st century. Future search conferences provide a proactive approach for
communities and organizations to design rather than be designed for.

The Need for New Approaches
It may come as a shock to those of us who have believed in the rationality of
organizations, that our search for simplicity and control is but a pipedream. Our
grave disquiet about the inadequacies of traditional approaches to organization
and management has been growing in the face of the increasing turbulence and

Anna Ewins, M-5., complexity of our environment. We are finding that the rational-deductive
of Anna Ewins & premises upon which classical management and organization theory are based,
Associates, San - that have worked so well in yesterdays more stable world are not helping us
Francisco, Califor- today. People are actively questioning the ways they think and work, and
nia, provides
orgaization and experimenting with new approaches.
m-anagement These new approaches to understanding organizations are reflections of the
consultation in the broader shift which has been ;oing on in society throughout this century, from
areas of strateic a view of the world based on materialism and reductionism, the principles of

and oraiatoa evelopng, team "modern" (Newtonian) science, to a view of the world based on quantum
learning,-cesand physics and systems thinking, heralded by the "new science". Using these

sy g~l.principles to understand organizations as dynamic living systems rather than as

inanimate machines, we are able to gain insights into the nature of organiza--
Daniel N. P'agano, tions with very practical implications for organization development and
MhD., is an Historic management practice.

* Specialist for the The Future Search Conference stands out as a prime example of one of these-
* Advisory Council new approaches to organization and management. In a Future Search Confer-

on Historic Preser- ence, a large group of people (usually 30-70 participants drawn from all parts of
vation in Washing- a raiaino omnt n t xenlsaeodr)wr nesvl
tuonCH s ostes together for 1-3 days to articulate the common ground among their diverse and
design sevie to often conflicting needs and interests, and collectively envision their ideal future.

individuals, organizations and cnmmu- This involves participants exploring in turn the past, present, and future of their
nities. His post-graduate work in organization or community, the larger society, and themselves as individuals.
systems and human science was with They leave with action plans for continuation of the "Search' for a mutually
the Saybrook ins titute. desirable and achievable future, a process which might last for weeks, months

14
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or years, and typically involves between 30% and 100% of over on(E hundred people. The Search Conference proper
the organization's members and stakeholders. The was cou prised of archeologists, developers, city planners,
Conference, if successful, results in the creation of a land ow iems/managers, museum curators, educators and
community of interest to pursue a desirable and sustain- member, of the general public, thirty five people in all.
able future for its constituents, with a life that extends fa osdrbemmntmaditrs rirt h ofr
beyond the duration of the conference itself. osdabem enuaditrstporothcnf-

ence wa generated through the six-month participative
This article describes a Future Search Conference which conference design process that Pagano had initiated.
took place in September 1992, designed to create i Approximately twenty people were involved a series of
collaborative community committed to managing New planniing meetings and their presence during the confer-
York City's archeological resources into the 21st century It ence served to prime the pump for effective participant
is written from the perspectives of an urban archeologist, commitment and involvement through their advanceK'
who initiated and designed the Conference, and an understanding of the Conference's purpose and methodol-
organizational consultant experienced in Future Search ogy
technology, who contributed to the final design and TeOEaldsg fti ofrnefloe h eea
facilitated the Conference - an unusual pairing of fhorm a l dgesgd by WhisbConfrde192nc aslfied fognrarl
professionals. This paper reflects our thoughts on apia omtsgetdb esod(92 nasmlfe om
tions and leanrings from the Conference to more effective (1) building a community memory of the past, at the
00 efforts towards building and sustaining organiizations soitl organizational and personal level; (2) examining
and communities. present trends and developments external to the commu-

nity or organization and assessing its internal accomplish-
The Future Search Conference .mentsy-aad (3) creating a desired scenario for the future.
The inspiration for the Conference arose from Pagano's Thus thi Search focused outwardly on the external world,
passion for archeological preservation. Working with on even s, threats, opportunities--as well as inwardly--on
NYC's Landmarks Preservation Commission, he had what m; ttered most for participants from the perspective
witnessed the geometric progression of growth in the of their ciumunity or organization, and personally
destruction of NYC's archeological resources and saw the
urgency of creating a collective vision and strategy for the Througi out the day the group moved in and out of small
community to preserve its rich heritage. He feared that and lar. group sessions. Plenary discussions were used to
unless effective action was taken, the fragile remnants of intnoduc E- small group and individual activities, to
12,000 years of human occupation in the region would be generati a multiplicity of ideas and viewpoints at the start
lost forever. Public concerns had been heightened by the of a neA phase of exploration, and to search for common
recent re-discovery and partial destruction of an 18th ground aniong the differences. Individual time was given
century African Burial Ground on Manhattan Island two for mont personal inquiry and reflection. Small, self-
blocks north of city hall. Until tis point preservation directed groups were used to flesh out issues and explore-
initiatives had been left to legislation and these were far more fi roughly differences and smudlarities and theirZ,
from adequate. While the archeological community was tflderlyalg assumptions.
keenly interested in the preservation of these resources, The first activity, exploring the past, was designed to foster
there were many other stakeholders such as real estate a sharedfapprediation of the group's history, foamsing on A
developers, who had quite different priorities thnsignificy nit changes within NYC and within the archeologi-
preservation. Even within the archeological commpnity cal field. and their archeological accomplishments.+
there was dissent as to what should be done and how. Persone reflections were first charted around the roam

Co-sponsored by the Landmarks Preservation Commis- and the t explored in small groups for common themes
sion of NYC and NY University Museum Studies Pro- and pat- emns in NYC archeology over the past decade.
gram, the Search Conference was open to anyone inter- Finding ; were then reported to the Large group.
ested in taking an active role In preserving the City's Similar :Processes were used to discover the common
archeological heritage. It was publicized in professional ground throughout the day. In exploring the present, the
archeology circles, and through university, government large giroup brainstormed opportunities and threats in the
and community networks as "a powerful collaborative - environment potentially impacting the preservation of
planning process in which members of a community or archeological resources, then prioritized those most
organization get together to find the common ground warranting immediate attention. The final part of the
upon which they can build the future they want and Conference, visioning and action planning, took place in
develop strategies for achieving it". The one day future small & cups. The visioning process used a brainstorming,
Search Conference was immediately preceded by a half- dlusted ig and naming process to surface and synthesize
day program to articulate current archeological Issues and the div, rse elements of each participant's vision for the
concerns, presented by urban archeologists, preservation- future, adapted from the Institute of Cultural Affairs'
ists, community activists and lawyers and attended by "tedchn logy of participation".
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Underlying Philosophy of the Search Conference system , i such an influx of data may create tensionsThe Future Search Conference differs substantially from that era :le new patterns and relationships to emerge. The*the way in which most conferences are conceived. It field or nergy created by bringing together many peoplefocuses on the search for a desired, ideal future inspired with dii erse perspectives facilitates the possibility of leapsand designed by the community of interest, rather than on of consc: ousness analogous to the quantum leaps de-p roblem. solving, conflict resolution or operations plan- scribed n the new physics, and renewed hope for thering. The Conference design actively seeks diversity and a future.
systems perspective by bringing in all the stakeholders (or sl-raiigssesd o ipytk nifrain
a cross-section of them) together into one room. By Sl-raiigssesd o ipytk nifraindrawing on the diverse, and at times conflicting, thoughts they are able to give form to new ideas and, in so doing,and ideas of the participants, rather than relying on change he way they define themselves and their environ-
experts opinions, new meanings can emerge along with a ment. Reality is ultimately a social construction. In human

rihr wreesof significant commonalities and Systems self-organization is not automatic, it requires adifferences. The common ground discovered through thi clear set se of values, vision and ethics, so the new forms
interactive process becomes the basis for a common vision which e nerge are in liue with the individual's or'of rhe future and the actions needed to implement that organization's core identity. This is what facilitates oiderly

vision.change a turbulent environments. The initial part of thevision.Search ( onference, in eliciting a shared appreciation of theIt was from the discipline of Systems Design that the group's history, is particularly designed to surface thesenotion of the Future Search conference was developed, values a -d traditions.
first by the British social scientists Trstandj Emery in the

The Future Search Conference focuses -on the search for a desired, ideal'-
future inspired and designed by the comm. nity of interest, rather than on

problem solving, conflict resolution or operations planning.-

1960's, and later by Lippitt and Schindler-Rairnan, Emrail> ; he Conference design is based on the belief thatWeisbord and others in the USA and around the world invitinp a small interest group (i. e., the Conference(Weisbord, 1992). They saw how conscious design could particil: ints) to engage in local action can idi sonie (albeitbe applied to social systems to provide new opportunities unpred,*:table ways) influence the wider community Thefor the guidance of personal and societal evolution and simulta teous discussions that go on in the room are -began to apply their ideas to organization and comumunity designe I to enhance the likelihood of synchronicity todevelopment. emerge ni the system, for ideas to amplify and have a -

conside ably greater impact than they would haveThe design of human systems is a future-creating activity indivi&- tally. Such changes within the conference room,whereby we seek to consciously create new systems and which i essentially a microcosm of the larger community,revitalize old ones (l3anathy 1991). Our purposefulness have th-, potential to create large changes, not becauseand freedom of choice, and our capacity for intelligence as they bul'd upon one another in an incremental fashion,humans enable us to be conscious of our social structures but bec use they share in the unbroken wholeness that hasand have a sense of how we would like things to ideally be unted item all along-thus the truth, as Margaret(our "inner designs"). Collectively we are able to construct Weati has discussed, behind the saying "think globally,organizations and communities based on the visions,
ideals, norms and beliefs of those who inhabit and interact atlc
with them. The design of human systems is essentially a Outcorr -s for the Conference
participative process, whereby organizations, communities The NYC Conference brought together people withand their environments engage in a pattern of co-areation. diverse interests in the preservation of archeologicalDuring the Future Search Conference, design takesplace resourt s and yet out of these diffrences, many commonthrough conscious action in conversations betweerv. concerts and agreements emerged on what should beindividuals from each constituency In the course of done al-ourt them. Amarked shift in consciousness aboutinteracting, they experience how their "inner design" is the martagement of NYC's archeological resources wasenhanced, as they participate in the external design of demontrated in the extensive and well-articulated list oftheir larger system. design nitiatives developed at the Conference and the

action ,ups that were formed there to address them. ForThe Conference design draws on the capacity of systems the firs time in the history of the NYC archeologicalto self-organize. As chaos theory explains, overloading the
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community there was explicit agreement that a broadly and hold in tension for the participants their diverse
based, interdisciplinary community is vital for the perspectives. The challenge was to find the common
preservation of resources. It was agreed that initiatives threads and patterns of relationship that linked them
should be taken to develop a concerted public education together, while at the same time not seeking compromises
effort; to acquire adequate public facilities for curation of or resolution of differences. This requires a different
archeological collections; to synthesize the last century of mindset from more traditional approaches to facilitation
archeological research in NYC; to make new legislation a and from the client's expectations of how differences
priority, ta develop museum exhibits as a medium of should be handled. A facilitator seeking to allow the
public access to sites such as the African Burial Ground; tension of disagreement to generate new ideas is following
and to seek funding to accomodate these goals. Themes the tenants of chaos theory which sees in far-from-
and initiatives embodied in these design initiatives equilibrium conditions. The search far common ground
represented a significant change in thinking from the involved inviting participants to examine one another's
under-conceptualization of the future of the archeological assumptions, rather than to-simply advocate their own
community which had existed before. positions, so that inquiry and new possibilitids became. the

Conference barticipants have taken the design initiatives spsrit of tne day.
into the community at large and have produced important The challenges we are now facing of overwhelming
results. For example, lobbying efforts for the designation complexity diverse stakeholder interests, and the need for
of the African Burial Ground as a National Historical faster cycle time, means we need to shift our management
Monument have been substantially advanced through and organizational practices from the analytic and linear
participation of action group members in the larger model of control and prediction we have relied upon in
archeological community and society. As a result of these the past to one which more accurately reflects organiza-
actions the site has also been designated as NYCs first tionk as living systems which are socially constructed and
archeological district A museum and monument will be continually in flux. This means seeking order and confor-
constructed to memorialize the African Burial Ground. mity not through imposing more complex and stringent
Draff legislation has been prepared to protect archeologi- controls but by building on the power of purpose, values
cal sites in NYC. and vision in shaping direction. It means recognizing the

While these impressive shod-term results have been prima,.cy of connections within and between individual
demonstrated, telong-term success of the Futr serh araiaions and their environments: to bring together.
Conference needs to be measured by the ability of themtde.dntprstolanoeabuth slv,each other, what they have in common, and what newemerging community to sustain and evolve itself in directions they can take together-whether this is in the
achieving the future for the preservation of NYC's context of community building, an annual event to keep mn
archeological resources it set out to create. touch with customers and other key constituents, the
Conclusions initiation of a work redesign initiative, or the foundation.
From the perspective of the conference planner/facilitator, for strategic planning. It means designing simple, simulta-
the success of the Conference required that we trust the neous, non-linear processes that stimulate new relation-
process, that we were comfortable with the sense of chaos ships to emerge. The process of bringing the relevant
that inevitably arose, and that we were open to whatever parties u to the room for an intensive and brief period can
might emerge. Thusw'hike we ha4d a pre-planned design simply 'ccomplish what weeks, even months of more
with broadly defined outcomes to guide us through the traditional forms of planning can not achieve. In these
day, it was vital for us not to over-manage the process and various ways, the technology of the Future Search Confer-
so inhibit new pogsibilities from emerging from the ence brings together many of the key principles that are
participants. The self-diretid nature of the small groups increasingly being recognized as vital to organizational
was integral to effecting this. In the absence of a desig- survivaL' learning and renewal. V/A
nated leader or facilitator and with minimal ins tructions
each group developed its own approach to the task at Rfrne
hand, culminating in the emergence of quite unique Bnty .ILSsesDsg fEuain ore

persectvesandcommtmets romeachgrop. histo Create the Future. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Educational
emergent design of the Conference also extended to the Technology Publications, 1991.
open-endedness of its expected outcomes. Whatever
continued beyond the day would be what needed to weisbard;ht .KDiscovering Common Ground. San
happen, reflecting the systems principle of equifinality- Frandtca: Berrett-lKoehler, 1992.
that there are many means to an end.

Another aspect of the facilitation we found to be integral
to the Conference's success was our ability to draw out
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EVENTS COMMITTEE REPORT

EVENT ISPEAKER ITIME jDATE LOCATION JPHONE#N FEE

Northeastern Anthropological Association Wed 4/6 - SUNY Geneseo Donna Cook $20 prereg.
Annual Meeting Sat 4/9 716-245-5647 $25 at door

Middle Atlantic Archaeological Fri 4/8 - Ocean City, MD Silas Hurry
Conference Sun 4/10 301-862-0973

Warren County, NJ Line Kilns Field Trip 10:00am Sat 4/9 Warren County Historical Bierce Riley
Society, 313 Mansfield St., 201-455-0491

_______________________________ _____________ ___________Belvidere, NJ

Ancient Assyrian Landscapes: Dr. Joy 6:30pm Wed 4/13 Hagop Kevorkian Center, Karen Rubinson
Environment and Economy in Northern McCorriston - NYU, 50 Washington Sq. 212-865-2102
Mesopotamia _______________ South

Vases & Ornamental Wares Produe1 at Gilbert Bradley 8:00pm Wed 4/13 International Playschool 212-371-8604 free
Darby 1770-1800 kaQaf~nLMt. ________ ______330 East 45th St.

New Designs for Industry in the 19th Julie Wosk 6:30pm Thurs 4114 Cooper Hewitt Museum 860-6321 $5 stud
Century 15 non-

member

Philistines Contribution to Civilization Prof. Robert 3:00pmu Sun 4/24 Wagner College, Spiro free
Stieglitz Building, Grymes Hill,

Staten Island

"lust One Word": Plastics in American Jeffrey L. Meikle 6:30pm Tues 4/26 Cooper Hewitt Musuem 860-6321 $5 stud
Life 1950-1970 15 non-

member

Chinese Porcelain, Spanish Ships and New Dr. Linda 6:00pm Wed 4/27 South Street Seaport Museum Karen Rubinson
World Silver: Archaeology of the 17th Rosenfeld 212-865-2102
Century Sea Trade Schulsky ___________________

New York State Archaeological Fni 4/29 - Sparrowbush Ed Lemik
Association Annual Meeting ________ Sun 511 201-492-8525



[EVENT SPEAKER [TIME DATE LOCATION PHONE#/ JFEE

Mapuche: Seeds of the Chilean Soul Exhibit 12:00-6:O0pni Through Americas Society Art Gallery 212-249-8950
4/30 680 Park Ave (68th St.) ext.360 or 316

Neanderthals and Early Modem Humans Prof. Ofer Bar- 1 1:00am Sat 5/7 Metropolitan Museum of Art 212-535-7710

in the Near East: New Excavations at Mt. Yosef

Cannel and the Galilee 1:30pm Sun 5/8

Brooklyn Waterfront Bus Tour Tom Flagg Sun 5/22 Bierce Riley

201-455-0491 _____

If any members have events which they would like listed, please contact Linda Stone (212)888-3130.
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H&a, began inviting ofer for ADl this is i addition to marketing
righs to her Story. Her lawyer, Lisa rights for tems like the official John
B. Icemler of Alexandria, Va., Said Babbitt "private parts protector,"
today that although no deal had Yet which is beift sold i novelty ates
bee signed, Mrs. Babbitt was "mar- for $3
hating her authurizad story for a In all, Mr. Babbitt said I a recent

Copre with er ohsad'f Interview, he has earned more than
fosr. wibtth ae ptbns torf- r-0W to the four manths since his

fots Ms --bbt~aps r - acqual of marital sexual assault.
d maital dicr rpstvl se- He needs the money, he saiIn part
dte. John wu abiths.ie an to py off medical and legal bills that
ertrtnat lawyer, Pan! A. Fric- amontn to many thosands mare.
9, who has booked him -n a world- His lawyer, Mr. Erickcaaa, is'
Wide media tour hilled as "Love pleased Wit the results So far, and
Hurts." promises more "No one who has

Much of the totur involves stops at come to Instant celebrity;' he said,
radio stations across the country "will have systematically exploited
whee Mr. Babbitt plays gains like - ayavenues as John Wayni
"Stomp the Babbitt, in which listen- Babbit
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PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEw YORK CITY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Membership in PANYC is open to any professional archaeologist who subscribes to
the purpose of the organization and who meets the following criteria for
education, training and professional activity.
a. Applicants must have been awarded an advanced degree such as an M.A., M.S.,
M.Phil., Ph.D., D.Sc., or official A.B.D., from an accredited institution in
archaeology, anthropology, history, classics or other germane discipline with a
specialization in archaeology.
b. Applicants must have had at least six weeks of professionally supervised
archaeological field training and at least four weeks of supervised laboratory
analysis and/or curation experience. Requirements for both field and
laboratory analysis will be considered to have been met by attendance at an
archaeological field school which meets the guidelines set f-orth by the Society
for Prof essional Archaeologists.
c. Applicants must demonstrate professional experience in onle or more areas of
archaeological activity, such as: field research and excavation, research on
archaeological collections,(archival research, administration of units within
public or private agencies oriented toward archaeological research, conduct of
cultural resource management studies for -public agencies, or teaching with an
emphasis on archaeological topics. Applicants meeting the education and
training criteria and having other professional interests related to
archaeology will be considered on a case by case basis.
d. 'Al1 prospective applicants must be approved by a majority of members
present at a regularly scheduled meeting of the general membership. All
members receive the Newsletter and other PANYC publications.

We invite anyone interested in New York City archaeology to subscribe to our
Newsletter and to attend our general membership meetings and annual Public
Symposium.

If. you are interested in joining PANYC or if you would like to subscribe to the
PANYC Newsletter, please complete 'the form below and return it to Barbara Davis,
PANYC Secretary, 138A Dean Street, frocklyn, NY 1121.7. -

NAME~
BUSINESS HM

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

Please indicate preferred mailing address and check below as appropriate.

I wish to apply for membership to PANYC---
(Enclose documentation for a-c above.)

I wish to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter

Membership dues are S15 and Newsletter Subscriptions are 810.

Additional donations are welcome and would be greatly appreciated.

Amount of additional donation to PANYC
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